AS A BEAUTY OF GOLD-RUSH DAYS—Bela Daniela in a historical screen play.

THE BEAMS OF THE PORTLAND, ME., LIGHT reveal the masts and sails of the steamer Leuckeiner, slowly sinking on a reef near the shore.

OF BROWN TWEED, with double-breasted and nickel-buttoned jacket, is this suit worn by Leila Hyams. A skirt-length capelet completes the ensemble.

EQUIPPED WITH GAS MASKS, PICKS, AND SHOVELS, Roman citizens participate in anti-gas drills, whose purpose is to prepare the populace against possible gas attack in war.

WHEN HER MOUNT failed to clear the timber in a jumping event at Bryn Mawr, Pa., Mrs. Owen J. Toland was thrown and suffered an injured shoulder.

TWO PICTURES FROM GERMANY—Girl followers of the Nazi leader, Adolf Hitler, hear his address at Potadom. At the right the aged Reichspräsident von Hindenburg receives a bouquet from a youthful Berlin admirer in celebration of his 83rd birthday.